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Introduction and Purpose.
With NCLB, educators are expected to back decisions with evidence
and are held responsible for results. Ideally, decisions are based on
scientific research, yet most principals lack the facilities or staff for
rigorous studies. MeasureResults is a web-based system designed to assist
school and district administrators to design and execute scientific
evaluations. It builds the appropriate design and analytical techniques
into a simple framework that includes a web-based interface,
automatically generated reports, and technical support featuring expert,
in-house review of all analyses and reports.

Overview of the Web Site.

MeasureResults is an interactive web site whose basic flow of operation
is shown below.
Figure 1: MeasureResults System Flow
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• In the setup phase, the user answers several
questions about the study.
• MeasureResults then selects a study type based
on the responses. The study type specifies the
kinds of data that must be obtained and the
method(s) of analysis that may be appropriate.
• Next, MeasureResults makes a data request for
the user to fulfill. The contents of the data
request depend on the selected study type.
• After the user fulﬁlls the request, MeasureResults
verifies the dataset for correctness.

Data Collection and Statistical Analyses.

Data Collection
Typically we request data at the level of individual students assigned to classes or teachers. Required data generally include identification, standard NCLB
demographics, and standardized test results.
MeasureResults generates data requests in the form of Excel documents with accompanying instructions and explanations to help district staff generate the
data. After uploading the completed response, MeasureResults verifies the dataset and passes it to the analytical engine.
Statistical Analyses
We are currently implementing several study types based on specific experimental or quasi-experimental designs. Each of these several parametric variations
depending on the exact information obtained in the setup process.
• Interrupted time series (ITS): The first pilots will employ ITS. Following Bloom (2004), this model spans several years, including data from before the
intervention was added, and data from the period. ITS is particularly useful in cases where an intervention is put into effect throughout a given school,
and the question is “Do we see a change at this school?” after the fact. Subtasks include the development of various types of content: project template,
data request, report template, and associated technical specs. (Appendix 2 of our first-year report contains a detailed discussion of the ITS study type.)
• Comparison group study: An increasing focus of our work consists of cases where we must find a well matched comparison group from other available
units (Shadish, Cook & Campbell, 2002). In such cases it is critical to eliminate biases. Questions we face are what variables we use to make the match,
how many variables, and what kind of matching process to use with multiple possible comparison groups. We presently us propensity score,
Mahalanobis distance, and optimal matching for this purpose (Caliendo & Kopeinig, 2005; Gu & Rosenbaum, 1993; Michalopolous, Bloom, & Hill,
2004; Shadish, Cook, & Campbell, 2002). We calculate propensity scores and Mahalanobis distances, and then use optimal matching with replacement
for small control groups and optimal matching with non-replacement for large control groups.
• Randomized control trial (RCT): Experiments in which units such as teachers are assigned to a “treatment” condition using a randomization scheme are
considered the best means for eliminating selection bias. We have conducted dozens of such experiments, automating many of the statistical processes
called for. We recognize that, while RCTs entail a level of advanced planning that is unusual for schools (in that most evaluations begin after the
participants have been identified) we also know from experience that the process of random assignment itself can improve educators’ commitment to a
study and their interest in the results.

On Our Way to English (OWE), published by Rigby/Harcourt, is a supplementary, text-based product designed
to help elementary students learn to read and speak English. This is the first study of OWE in Rossmor USD
schools. It was conducted during a single school year: 2003-2004.

Study Description
Research questions.
1) Did elementary school English learners in classrooms using OWE achieve higher scores on the
California English Language Development Test than comparable students who continued using the
programs already in place?

Participants. The selection and randomization procedure resulted in an initial sample of 379 students in 29
second- and fourth-grade classrooms, including six bilingual classes and 21 immersion classes. Pretest scores
were missing for 68 students. The number of students with missing pretests were roughly equal between the
OWE and control groups. Two teachers left the district or were reassigned. Both replacement teachers used
OWE. Two teachers (one OWE teacher in the immersion group and one control teacher in the bilingual group)
were not used in the analysis because none of their students had pretest scores. Table 1 shows the analysis
sample divided between Bilingual and Immersion classrooms.
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5
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9
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3

49
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8
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Observed Scores on
Pre- and Posttests

Conclusion. Overall the conclusion is that OWE performed as well as the existing programs and in some
situations performed better. OWE may have an advantage as an instructional program for learning to write in
English. Also in the case of learning to write in English, OWE worked better in immersion classrooms than in
bilingual classrooms. In the case of learning to understand spoken English (“listening”), although there was no
overall average difference, OWE was more effective for initially low scoring students than for high scoring
students.

Cautions for interpreting these results:

2) Did the impact of OWE vary
according to whether students
were in bilingual programs or in
immersion programs?
Mixed results. There was a
difference for writing but not for any
other measure.

•

This was a small experiment in terms of numbers of teachers and students and as a consequence it
can only detect fairly large differences with strong confidence. Differences smaller than approximately
13 percentile points may have been reported as no difference.

•

Because this report presents multiple outcome scales, the results should be considered exploratory.
The study should be replicated in additional classrooms focusing on the areas that show greatest
promise. The results were not adjusted to compensate for the danger that some p values may be low
simply by chance.

Figure 1 shows the difference in
CELDT writing results for OWE and
control in immersion and bilingual
classes. The difference in the impact
had a p value of .02 giving us strong
confidence that the program was
less successful in the bilingual
classrooms.
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MeasureResults can go well beyond the group average
achievement outcomes provided by most data systems as
standard queries. With MeasureResults, educators can
examine program impacts at the school and classroom levels,
controlling for student and teacher characteristics. Making
full use of longitudinal data systems goes beyond producing
descriptive graphs. Statistical processes allow for the
projection of trends, the determination of impact, and the
measurement of teacher performance, controlling for
environmental factors and background characteristics.

Figure 2. CELDT Listening Scores for Control and OWE Showing
Different Impact for the Median Student of the Bottom and Top
Quartiles of the Pretest

Overall CELDT scores and reading and listening subtest scores do not differ between OWE and control groups
(p values are greater than .20). OWE has positive results for writing: approximately a 6 percentile point
advantage (the p value of .18 indicates that a difference of this size can easily result from chance when there is
no effect; we therefore have limited confidence in this result.)
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Figure 2 shows CELDT listening
results for OWE and control for
students in the bottom quartile of
pretest scores. The difference in the
impact had a p value of .02 giving us
strong confidence that the program
was more successful in for students
scoring lower on the pretest.

Mixed results. OWE was generally as effective as control overall and for reading and listening. OWE may be
more effective than control for writing.
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Mixed results. There was a
difference for listening but not for
any other measure.

1) Did elementary school English learners in classrooms using OWE achieve higher scores on the
California English Language Development Test than comparable students who continued using the
programs already in place?

Total

Number of
teachers

3) Did the impact of OWE vary by
students’ level of English
proficiency as measured by the
pretest?

Results

Table 1. Participants in California OWE and Control Groups
Implementation

Outcome measure(s). The outcome
measure was the California English
Language Development Test
(CELDT). CELDT is given in early fall
and includes an overall (composite)
score as well as sub-scores for
reading, writing, and listening. The
student’s score is from the fall after
the intervention year.
Statistical calculations. Separate
statistical calculations were performed
for the overall score and for reading,
writing and listening proficiency. In all
cases the pretest was used to get a
more precise estimate of the
difference between OWE and control
outcomes. The calculations also
considered whether there were
differential outcomes between
bilingual and immersion
implementations and between
students scoring lower or higher on
the pretest. The model also took the
clustering of students in classes into
account.

Research design. Randomized experiment. Teachers who volunteered were assigned to OWE or control
groups by coin toss via a mechanism that assured that grade levels and bilingual and immersion classes were
approximately balanced between conditions.
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This research was conducted in 2003-2004. The results are presented to illustrate the
report format provided as a MeasureResults™ service by Empirical Education Inc.
www.empiricaleducation.com

Figure 1. CELDT Writing Scores for Control and OWE Showing
Different Impact for Immersion Versus Bilingual Classes

A
typical
interaction
with
MeasureResults appears to the right.
The entire process is scripted
through the use of project templates
written in XML. Thus we can easily
change the behavior of the system
and provide customized processing
for classes of users.

We are planning to conduct an RCT to test the
effectiveness of MeasureResults itself at the end of the study.

A key task in our messaging is to educate school
administrators about the kind of evidence that can be
provided through statistical processes generally lacking
from current school data systems. With the rapid expansion
of data systems, driven in large part by mandated reporting
requirements, many technology-savvy educators can already
produce descriptive reports and graphs depicting raw
achievement trends.

3) Did the impact of OWE vary by students’ level of English proficiency as measured by the pretest?

Generate
report

Poway School District
We have also begun a partnership with Poway Unified
School District (PUSD), in which we are granting them a
one-year subscription license to MeasureResults. PUSD has
agreed to pilot MeasureResults and to provide feedback on
user interface, product features and capabilities, report content and clarity, and overall functionality and usability.
We will collect feedback via surveys, email, phone, and/or
in-person interviews.

The MeasureResults report processor module automatically generates study reports using a report template together with output from interactions with the
user and output from the statistical analysis. This process creates graphs and tables and incorporates both template text and graphics together with
generated data. The figure below illustrates the process of filling out templates into a page of the completed report. During the QC process, a reviewer
checks the report and makes decisions about template selection and the need for additional text, selecting among different proposed formulations of
conclusions and cautions.

2) Did the impact of OWE vary according to whether students were in bilingual programs or in immersion
programs?

• MeasureResults writes a report and delivers it to
the user.

Texas Instruments Math Forward
We are currently implementing a customized version of
MeasureResults in the schools of four districts that are
evaluating a math technology developed by Texas
Instruments. Within the next few weeks, customers will be
uploading their data to MeasureResults. We will monitor the
steps carefully both to make certain that the process goes
smoothly for these users and to detect issues with the
MeasureResults system.

Marketing Outreach.
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Analyze
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Several evaluations are scheduled for the next few months.

Reports.

Effectiveness of On Our Way to English as a
Program for Elementary English Learners

• The engine performs the analysis determined to
be appropriate.

Deployment / Evaluation.
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Next Steps
• Complete systems to accommodate all study types.
• Create new project template “skins” and report
templates.
• Deploy on-line teacher surveys with automatic
integration of information about implementation
integrity.
• Evaluate effectiveness of the product using an RCT.

